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Description of a Normal-Force In-Situ Turbulence Algorithm
For Airplanes

Eric C. Stewart
NASA Langley Research Center

Abstract

A normal-force in-situ turbulence algorithm for potential use on commercial
airliners is described.  The algorithm can produce information that can be used to predict
hazardous accelerations of airplanes or to aid meteorologists in forecasting weather
patterns.  The algorithm uses normal acceleration and other measures of the airplane state
to approximate the vertical gust velocity.  That is, the fundamental, yet simple,
relationship between normal acceleration and the change in normal force coefficient is
exploited to produce an estimate of the vertical gust velocity.  This simple approach is
robust and produces a time history of the vertical gust velocity that would be intuitively
useful to pilots.  With proper processing, the time history can be transformed into the
eddy dissipation rate that would be useful to meteorologists.  Flight data for a simplified
research implementation of the algorithm are presented for a severe turbulence encounter
of the NASA ARIES Boeing 757 research airplane.  The results indicate that the
algorithm has potential for producing accurate in-situ turbulence measurements.
However, more extensive tests and analysis are needed with an operational
implementation of the algorithm to make comparisons with other algorithms or methods.
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Notation

na normal acceleration, g’s

NC normal force coefficient, non-dimensional

αNC normal force coefficient with angle of attack,
α∂

∂ NC , per radian

δNC normal force coefficient with elevator deflection, 
δ∂

∂ NC , per radian

qN
C normal force coefficient with pitch rate, 

q

CN
ˆ∂

∂
, per radian

c mean aerodynamic chord, 16.64 ft
M Mach No., non-dimensional
q dynamic pressure, psf
S wing area, 1951 ft2

V true airspeed, feet/second
W weight of airplane, lbs

gw vertical gust velocity (positive up), feet/second

x generic parameter, different units
x running mean of generic parameter over 10-seconds, different units
α angle of attack, radians

gα angle of attack due to gust, radians

δ elevator deflection, radians

q̂ non-dimensional pitch rate, 
V

cq

2
, non-dimensional

θ pitch attitude, radians or degrees
γ flight path angle, radians

η ratio of pressure at altitude to pressure at sea level, non-dimensional

φ roll attitude, degrees

21,ωω lower and upper angular frequencies, radians/second

gw
σ̂ standard deviation of filtered vertical gust velocity, ft/second

ε eddy dissipation rate, ft2/sec3

Operators:

∆ indicates the change relative to a 10-second running mean

Abbreviations:

PSD power spectral density
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Introduction

Commercial airliners offer attractive platforms for making meteorological
measurements of the atmosphere.  Winds and temperatures have been transmitted from
commercial airplanes for a few years now.  In addition, an algorithm for estimating the
turbulence level (as measured by the eddy dissipation rate) using existing airplane sensors
and processors was proposed, reference 1.  The algorithm was based on the airplane
transfer function of normal acceleration response to vertical gusts. The normal
acceleration was used because it is usually available on the airplane’s data bus at a high
enough data rate to define turbulence.  The angle of attack, which could be used in a
more straightforward algorithm using the equation described in reference 2, is usually
heavily filtered to remove turbulence and is sampled at too low a data rate to define
turbulence over a useful frequency band.  The airplane transfer function, defined in
reference 1, must be integrated off-line in the frequency domain using the assumption
that the turbulence has an energy spectrum with a –(5/3) slope on a log-log plot.  To be
most accurate this integral of the transfer function must be stored in the algorithm as a 6-
dimensional table of (1) airplane flap/landing gear configuration, (2) control system mode
(3) center of gravity position, (4) weight, (5) altitude, and (6) Mach No.(or dynamic
pressure).

An alternate algorithm, called the normal force in-situ turbulence algorithm, is
described in this paper.  This algorithm is based on the fact that the normal force
coefficient is primarily dependent on the angle of attack with much smaller contributions
from other parameters such as the elevator and pitch rate.  The parameters defining this
algorithm need to be stored as only a 4-dimensional function of (1) airplane flap/landing
gear configuration, (3) weight, (3) altitude, and (4) Mach No. (or dynamic pressure).  In
addition to removing 2 of the 6 dimensions from the storage requirements, the normal-
force algorithm has other advantages.  The algorithm is theoretically more robust,
provides additional useful information, and is easier to implement.

The present paper develops the equations used in the normal-force algorithm.
The equations are discussed, and the algorithm is shown to be theoretically more robust,
provide additional useful information, and easier to implement when compared to the
transfer function algorithm.  A simplified research version of the algorithm is presented.
A table of the defining parameters (normal force coefficients) in the algorithm is
presented for 2 dimensions (altitude and dynamic pressure) for a clean configuration of a
Boeing 757 airplane at a weight of 180,000 lb instead of the normal 4 dimensions of the
general algorithm.  Finally, illustrative time histories and power spectral densities of the
output from the simplified research algorithm during a severe turbulence encounter on the
NASA Boeing 757 ARIES airplane are compared to a “truth” measurement.

Development of Equations

The change in the normal acceleration at the center of gravity from a mean flight
condition is related to the corresponding change in the normal force coefficient,
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W

CSq
a N
n

∆
=∆ (1)

The change in normal force coefficient is assumed to be a linear function of angle of
attack, elevator angle, and pitch rate:

qCCCC
qNNNN ˆ∆+∆+∆=∆ δα δα (2)

where the aerodynamic terms, αNC , δNC , qN
C , are, in general, non-linear functions

of(1) the airplane configuration, (2) weight (through the resulting trim angle of attack),
(3) Mach No. (or dynamic pressure), and (4) altitude as determined in a 4-dimensional
table-lookup routine.  For the flight illustration in this report, the table will be simplified
to a 2-dimensional function of dynamic pressure and altitude.  In other words, the flight
data are limited to one airplane configuration (clean) and a nominal weight of 180,000 lb.

If the angle of attack is measured directly with sufficient bandwidth, then it can be
inserted directly into equation (2).  However, in most cases on commercial airliners the
angle of attack measurement is low-pass filtered (to removed fluctuations due to
turbulence) and is not sampled at as high a rate as the normal acceleration.  Therefore, the
angle of attack is derived from other measurements, primarily the normal acceleration, as
discussed below.  The change in the total angle of attack is

gαγθα ∆+∆−∆=∆           (3)

The measurements of the pitch angle and flight path angle are ordinarily sampled at lower
data rates than the normal acceleration on most airplane data buses.  Fortunately this is
not a problem because the pitch angle and flight path angle are primarily a function of the
short period and plunge responses of the airplane, which contain much lower frequencies
than the gusts.  The higher frequency gust information is contained in the normal
acceleration measurement.

The gust angle of attack gα∆  is the key parameter to be calculated in the

algorithm.  If equation (3) is substituted into equation (2), which is in turn substituted into
equation (1), the gust angle of attack can be solved for
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The gust angle of attack can be converted to the vertical gust velocity using the
small angle approximation

gg Vw α∆= *           (5)
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This vertical gust velocity is relative to the airplane axis system.  In a banked turn of 45
degrees, for example, gw is tilted from the vertical by 45 degrees.

Discussion of Equations

General considerations:  Equation (2) (although linear in angle of attack, elevator
angle, and pitch rate) is non-linear in altitude, dynamic pressure, weight, and airplane
configuration because of the 4-dimensional table-lookup function.  The dimension of
dynamic pressure accounts for the non-linearities due to different trim angles of attack.
However, non-linearities with angle of attack about the trim angle of attack are not
accounted for.  For a cruise flight conditions (as illustrated with flight data later) the
airspeeds are large and the trim angle of attack is small.  The angle of attack induced by a
given vertical gust velocity is, therefore, relatively small because it is inversely
proportional to the airspeed.  The total angle of attack, equal to the sum of the small trim
angle and the gust angle of attack, is rarely large enough to get into the non-linear stall
range of angle of attack.  For example, it was estimated that it would take an upward gust
of over 50 feet/second at a cruise flight condition to induce a total angle of attack that
would begin to exceed the linear range of αNC .  For other flight conditions and

configurations such as landing approach, the linear range would be smaller.  However,
the transfer function technique is limited in the same way.  The non-linearities with
elevator angle and pitch rate are even less significant because these terms, as will be
shown later, are relatively insignificant.

The equations could theoretically include terms involving stabilizer position, the
rate of change of the angle of attack, and the fore and aft gust velocity.  The stabilizer
position term is not necessary because the stabilizer position changes so slowly that the
running mean calculation described later correctly eliminates its effect.  The effect of the
rate of change of the angle of attack may be important for extremely rapid changes in the
gust velocity, but studying these effects is beyond the scope of this study.  Likewise, the
fore and aft gust velocities are not studied--their effects on the normal acceleration for a
cruise flight condition are ordinarily about an order of magnitude less than those for
horizontal gusts, see reference 3.

The dimension of weight in the 4-dimensional table is relatively unimportant
compared to the other three dimensions.  The weight itself is a first-order term in the final
equation, equation (4), but weight only affects the values in the table through its influence
on the trim angle of attack at a given dynamic pressure and altitude.  Weight has a
corresponding effect on the transfer function algorithm.  But for the illustrative flight data
shown in this report, the flight weight was very nearly equal to the weight (180,000 lbs)
for which the table values were determined.

Theoretical advantages:  There are three theoretical advantages of this formulation
compared to the transfer function approach.  First the aerodynamic coefficients in
equation (4), and consequently the algorithm, are relatively insensitive to changes in the
center of gravity position.  That is, normal force coefficients are practically independent
of center of gravity position thus removing this dimension from the storage requirements.
The transfer function relating vertical gust velocity to normal acceleration, on the other
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hand, is directly dependent on the longitudinal static stability, which is, of course,
directly related to the center of gravity position.

Secondly, including θ∆  and γ∆  makes the algorithm independent of the mode of
the control system.  That is, since the algorithm contains measurements of the pitch
attitude and flight path angle, all the dynamics of the airplane due to the pitch control
system or pilot pitch inputs are automatically compensated for.

The third theoretical advantage is that the normal-force algorithm produces
estimates of the vertical gust velocities that are independent of the energy spectrum of the
turbulence.  Discrete gusts such as large vortices or wind rotors are known to be
frequently responsible for dangerous turbulence encounters for airliners, reference 4.  The
PSD plot of a vortex has a much steeper slope than the  –(5/3) slope of a von Karman
spectra, figure 1.  Using the assumption that the slope of the PSD is –(5/3) would
obviously lead to an erroneous result for discrete gusts like a vortex.

Additional Information:  Another advantage of the normal-force algorithm is that
it produces a time history of the vertical gust velocity in both the positive and negative
directions.  Negative (down) gusts are more dangerous for airplane passengers than
positive gusts so the direction of the gust is valuable information.  The vertical gust
velocity could be used for automatic pilot reports of turbulence to produce intuitively
meaningful hazard metrics.  The transfer function algorithm, on the other hand, only
produces the eddy dissipation rate, which is an RMS parameter with no directional
information.

If desired, the vertical gust velocity, gw , can be converted to the eddy dissipation

rate.  First, gw is passed through a band-pass filter over a frequency range ( 1ω  to 2ω )

where the measurements are valid and the turbulence is assumed to follow a –(5/3)
energy spectrum.  Next, the standard deviation, gw

σ̂ , of the filtered vertical velocity is

calculated.  Finally, the one-third power of the eddy dissipation rate is calculated from the
integral of equation (15) in reference 1

∫
−

=
2

1

3

5

3

2
3

1

6.16

ˆ

ω

ω

ωω

σ
ε

dV

gw
           (6)

where the constant, 16.6, differs from the constant, 0.7, in reference 1 because U.S.
Customary Units are used here rather than SI units.  Of course, this calculation is valid
only if the turbulence has a –(5/3) energy spectrum, but this limitation applies to the
transfer function algorithm also.  However, it is impossible to convert the eddy
dissipation rate derived from the transfer function technique of reference 1 to a time
history of gw .  The fact that the normal-force algorithm can produce both the eddy

dissipation rate(of interest to meteorologists) and a time history of the vertical gust
velocity (of interest to pilots) is a distinct asset.  In other words, the normal-force
algorithm produces additional, useful information that the transfer function algorithm
does not.
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Implementation advantages:  An additional advantage of the normal-force
algorithm is that the defining parameters in the algorithm are easier to obtain.  A simple
linearization algorithm can be used on an existing simulation of a commercial airplane to
produce the normal force coefficients.  No complex procedures and off-line integrations
are needed.

Drawbacks:  A drawback of the normal-force algorithm is that, in addition to all
the measured parameters required by the transfer function approach, this algorithm also
requires measurements of the pitch attitude and flight path angle.  If additional accuracy
is desired, the elevator position and pitch rate are also required.  Fortunately, all of these
parameters are available on the data bus of most operational airliners.

Algorithm Implementation

The algorithm was implemented in the NASA ARIES Boeing 757 as shown in
figure 2.  The input parameters on the left hand side of the figure (W, V, na  ….) came

from a variety of sensors and sources on board the airplane such as the air data computer
and inertial measurement unit as well as experimental sensors installed by NASA.  These
measurements, which had different filtering and update rates, were combined
asynchronously on a common data bus and are, therefore, not representative of an
operational data stream.  The results that are shown herein are, therefore, only for
illustrative purposes.  A rigorous evaluation of the algorithm or a comparison with other
algorithms such as the transfer function algorithm would require a different experimental
arrangement.  However, the most important measurement in equation (4) is that for the
normal acceleration, na .  This measurement was made by an experimental accelerometer

installed by NASA for the turbulence flight tests.  The output from this accelerometer
was passed through an analog 20 Hz low-pass filter and sampled at 50 samples/second.
The other dominant measurements such as the pitch attitude and flight path angle came
from the airplane’s standard data bus.  However, they contained little information above
the short period frequency of the airplane (approximately 0.3 Hz) so their internal
filtering in the inertial measurement unit, although not known, was probably adequate.
That is, the minimum update on the airplane data bus of the pitch attitude was 50
samples/second, while that for the flight path angle was 20 samples/second.  The internal
filtering in the IRU probably did not remove any of the 0.3 Hz information that was
needed.  However, as stated earlier, the data presented herein is preliminary and is only
for illustrative purposes.  A rigorous evaluation of the algorithm would require a different
experimental set-up.

The parameters na∆ , δ∆ , q̂∆ , θ∆ , γ∆  were obtained from a calculation of the

form

xxx −=∆ (7)
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where x is a running mean for a period of time, e.g.10 seconds.  The weight, W , was also
on the data bus and was used directly.  The wing area, S  , was a known constant.  The
dynamic pressure was calculated from the Mach No. and pressure altitude which were
also on the data bus.

21481 Mq η= (8)

where
for ph  up to 36,089ft

2561.5)*11( phA−=η

A1 = 6.87535x10-6

M = Mach No.

ph =pressure altitude in ft

and for ph >36089 ft

))36089(*2exp(22336. −−= phAη

A2 = 4.80634x10-5

The aerodynamic parameters, αNC , δNC , qN
C , were interpolated from a two-

dimensional table (independent parameters: pressure altitude, ph  and dynamic pressure,

q .) derived from the NASA Langley Boeing 757 simulation, Table 1.  The derivation
was accomplished using a routine that linearized the non-linear simulation about a given,
1-g, trimmed flight condition.  For this preliminary study the other two dimensions
(airplane configuration and airplane weight) of the general 4-dimensional table were
eliminated by restricting the flight test to a clean configuration and a nominal weight.

Flight Data

The algorithm was flown on several flights of the ARIES airplane.  Some of these
flights deliberately flew into areas of potential turbulence as part of the Weather Accident
Prevention element of NASA’s Aviation Safety Program.  One particularly turbulent run
is shown in figure 3.  The airplane was initially flying in relatively clear and calm air near
some convective activity at an altitude of 33,000 ft and a Mach No. of approximately
0.78.  At about 30 seconds into the time history the airplane started to encounter some
moderate turbulence as evidenced by the normal acceleration trace, na .  The moderate

turbulence continued until about 100 seconds into the time history and then slowly
decreased in intensity.  The pilot began to turn the airplane at about 140 seconds, first to
the left, then to the right, and then back to the left.  At about 190 seconds into the time
history, the turbulence rapidly increased until at about 201 seconds there was a severe
spike in the normal acceleration to about –0.34 g’s.  The negative sign on the acceleration
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indicates that unsecured items in the airplane would fly upward toward the ceiling.
Negative accelerations like this cause unbuckled passengers and flight attendants  to fly
up into the ceiling, and then when the acceleration returns to a positive value, they fall
back down to the floor in an awkward position and sustain their most serious injuries.

The corresponding output for the normal-force in-situ algorithm is shown in
figures 4 and 5.  The “truth” measurement was derived from an experimental high-
bandwidth angle of attack measurement and other standard inertial measurements using a
technique similar to those described in references 5-7.  These measurements suffered
from the same deficiencies due to the (sometimes common) measurements used in the
normal-force algorithm and described earlier.  The accuracy of this truth measurement
was determined to be approximately 3 feet/second using maneuvers in still air as
described in reference 5.  However, no completely independent verification of this
estimated accuracy was possible as is usually the case for any airborne measurements of
turbulence.

The in-situ vertical wind estimate appears to be well within the estimated
accuracy of the “truth” measurement for most of the run.  However, there are larger
instantaneous differences especially after 200 seconds in the time history.  It is thought
that these differences are due to maneuvering of the airplane that caused normal
accelerations independent of the gusts.  The effects of the maneuvering accelerations
were reduced, but not entirely eliminated, by subtracting the running mean as shown in
equation (7).  The length of time over which the running meaning was calculated was
fixed at 10 seconds for this study.  For this preliminary study, other lengths of time that
may have been more effective were not explored.  Another alternative for allowing for
maneuvers is to simply turn off the algorithm when the bank angle or control inputs
exceed certain levels.  The portions of the flight where this would be required are
probably short enough compared to the entire flight that the overall usefulness of the
algorithm would not be severely impacted.

In the time domain the standard deviation of the estimated gust velocity is within
about 1.1% of the “truth” number.  The mean of the estimated gust velocity is practically
zero while the mean for the “truth” is 1.10 feet/second.  The mean for the “truth” could
be erroneous because of slight biases in either the angle of attack or pitch attitude,
reference 7.  The running mean calculation in the normal-force algorithm effectively
removes any such biases, but also eliminates the possibility of detecting steady updrafts
or downdrafts.  The peak-to-peak value (independent of such biases) for the algorithm is
110.9 feet/second, which compares very well with 109.3 feet/second for the “truth”
measurement (1.5% difference).

In the frequency domain, the estimated gust velocity is very nearly equal to the
“truth” estimate up to about 2 Hz where the structural responses of the airplane begin to
contaminate the results.  It appears that both the normal-force estimate and the “truth”
estimate are contaminated between 1 and 2 Hz because their lines depart from the –(5/3)
slope in that region.

The relative contributions of the elevator and pitch rate terms are illustrated in
figure 6.  The data demonstrate that, at least for this particular run, the elevator and pitch
terms in equations (2) and (4) are relatively insignificant.
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Concluding Remarks

A normal-force in-situ turbulence algorithm for commercial airplanes has been
described.  The algorithm uses normal acceleration and other parameters available on the
data bus of most commercial airplanes and estimates the vertical gust velocity.  The
requisite aerodynamic parameters are easily obtained from existing simulators.  The
estimated vertical gust velocity could be used for automatic pilot reports of turbulence to
produce intuitively meaningful hazard metrics for pilots.  A relatively simple calculation
can transform the vertical gust velocities into the eddy dissipation rate for use by
meteorologists.  The equations used in the algorithm were discussed, and the algorithm
was shown to be theoretically more robust, provide additional useful information, and
easier to implement as compared to a transfer function algorithm.  Although the
algorithm includes some natural maneuver rejection capability, it was suggested that the
algorithm could be turned off during maneuvers without severely impacting the
algorithm’s usefulness.

A simplified version of the algorithm has been flown on NASA’s Boeing 757
ARIES research airplane with a research data system rather than an operational
commercial airliner data system.  The algorithm produced estimates of the vertical gust
velocity that were in good agreement with a “truth” measurement.  The statistical
measures of the turbulence were within 1 to 2% of the truth measurement.  However,
more tests using only measurements available on an operational commercial airliner data
bus are required for a definitive evaluation of the algorithm or a comparison with other
algorithms.
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Table 1—Aerodynamic parameters

q , psf

αNC

ph

0 kft 86.754 135.11 211.66 305.33 414.54
5.005476 5.67618 5.461159 5.402712 5.429761

10 kft 86.283 134.26 208.17 298.22 403.13
5.071273 5.662014 5.401875 5.600237 5.728716

20 kft 85.377 131.9 203.85 288.73 387.33
5.23456 5.653277 5.668183 5.946638 6.438153

30 kft 94.487 129 196.68 275.78 318.45
5.209306 5.71318 5.51685 6.963562 6.834061

40 kft 113.07 136 160.63 186.39
4.847166 6.008908 7.437156 7.433663

q , psf

qN
C

ph

0 kft 86.754 135.11 211.66 305.33 414.54
8.517083 7.813975 7.482567 3.699813 3.629151

10 kft 86.283 134.26 208.17 298.22 403.13
8.515593 7.795346 4.029572 3.866358 3.92014

20 kft 85.377 131.9 203.85 288.73 387.33
8.536046 7.789162 4.260381 4.24293 4.615157

30 kft 94.487 129 196.68 275.78 318.45
4.394943 4.530174 7.601191 5.548585 6.749557

40 kft 113.07 136 160.63 186.39
5.213272 4.8173 5.704343 6.928187
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Table 1—concluded.

q , psf

δNC

ph

0 kft 86.754 135.11 211.66 305.33 414.54
0.543531 0.529575 0.480435 0.43812 0.380125

10 kft 86.283 134.26 208.17 298.22 403.13
0.542317 0.528598 0.49035 0.441767 0.382898

20 kft 85.377 131.9 203.85 288.73 387.33
0.54091 0.529504 0.498675 0.452234 0.407177

30 kft 94.487 129 196.68 275.78 318.45
0.512749 0.540988 0.354756 0.499779 0.466161

40 kft 113.07 136 160.63 186.39
0.535557 0.567996 0.58422 0.584043
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Figure 1.  PSD of the vertical gust velocity from a simulated flight at a true
airspeed of 800 ft/sec passing through the center of a vortex with a diameter of 1000 ft
and maximum tangential velocity of 50 ft/s.

Figure2.  Block diagram of algorithm.
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Figure 3.  Time histories for turbulence encounter.

Figure 4.  Time domain comparison of estimated vertical winds from the normal
force in-situ algorithm with “truth” measurement.
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Figure 5.  Frequency domain comparison of estimated vertical winds for the
normal-force in-situ algorithm and the “truth” measurement.

Figure 6.  Comparison of total algorithm output to components from the elevator
and pitch rate.
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